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This has been our guiding principle for over 30 
years in our product development and services. 
Our products are developed by professional ad-
vice and our experienced expertise. We strive to 
tailor our products to meet the needs of each in-
dividual customer.

Our EKA - CAMLOCK® baton, has set the world-
wide standard for expandable batons. The dura-
bility and reliability are unmatched compared to 
the competition.

 Even 16 years after its market launch, the EKA 
is still highly sought after by professionals world-
wide.

MULTIBRIDGE
The MULTIBRIDGE efficiently merges three 
means of intervention into one. Baton, pepper 
spray and tactical flashlight. The clever combina-
tion increases self-protection and provides sever-
al means for de-escalating almost any situation.

With the exception of the 16” baton, all Bonowi 
EKAs can be retrofitted with the MULTIBRIDGE.

STOP STICK USA
With the acquisition of Stop Stick Ltd., based 
in Cincinatti/Ohio, we offer he world’s leading 
tire-deflation device used by law enforcement 
to safely and quickly end high-speed automo-
tive pursuits. More than 300,000 police vehicles 
are equipped with Stop Stick® devices which are 
proven to deflate tires on any vehicle from small 

cars to tractor-trailers. In the last 20 years, law 
enforcement officers have successfully ended 
over 30,000 vehicle pursuits in all 50 states and 
abroad using Stop Stick® devices.

PITAGONE – The mobile road barrier.
Unfortunately, the past has taught us that vehicles 
can be used as weapons. Public events need to 
be secured. Pitagone’s mobile road barrier sys-
tem is a modular and easy-to-transport barrier 
system that can withstand the impact forces of 
a truck and is suitable for all road surfaces and 
ground conditions. As a building block of an ef-
fective safety concept, the Pitagone mobile road 
barrier system makes a reliable contribution to 
public safety.

BONOWI IS EXPANDING
We distribute our products to over 40 countries 
around the world and have partnered with nu-
merous armed forces and police agencies.

In addition to our „off the shelf” products, we 
offer customized solutions for our customers.

Talk to our Sales-Team 
vertrieb@bonowi.com

WE”LL FIND A SOLUTION FOR YOUR PROBLEM.

WE PROTECT THOSE WHO PROTECT US!
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BATONS
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EKA – CAMLOCK®

A true market leader in the worldwide baton 
market, the Bonowi EKA stands out in a crowded 
field.Increasing attacks on police officers, resis-
tance during arrests, and general aggression 
during police interventions necessitate situa-
tion-adapted methods of intervention.

The EKA baton seamlessly closes the existing 
gap between simple physical force and the use 
of firearms. Bonowi offers a user-oriented and 
practice-related training program.  

We have designed the multiplier training pro-
gram, in which the behavior and use of the baton 
are trained and memorized for use in an emer-
gency. 

Our research has shown that in real operation-
al situations, when the EKA is presented, together 
with a clear speech, approx. 75% of all aggres-
sive actions can be stopped without further use 
of force.

EKA 16“ 16“ Alu 21“ 21“ Alu 24“ 24“ Alu 26“

Weight in g 460 324 535 375 630 425 680

Length 
closed in mm 185 185 215 215 247 247 265

Length 
expanded 
in mm

410 410 510 510 610 610 660

Material  
Griptube Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel Steel 

Material 
Middletube Steel Aluminium Steel Aluminium Steel Aluminium Steel 

Material 
Endtube Steel Aluminium Steel Aluminium Steel Aluminium Steel 

Diameter 
Griptube 28 28 28 28 28 28 28

Diamaeter 
Middletube 22,5 22,5 22,5 22,5 22,5 22,5 22,5

Diameter 
Endtube 18 18 18 18 18 18 18

Endcap Plasctic Steel Plastic Steel Plastic Steel Plastic

Article No. 04118010340 04118011340 04118010341 04118011341 04118010342 04118011342 04118010343
EKA 41 | 16“

EKA 51 | 21“

EKA 61 | 24“

EKA 66 | 26“
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MES

Ergonomically designed side handle provides optimal posture and efficient use of force in any application. 
The base body is extremely stable and streamlined, and is ideal for carrying on the body.

ES Sachsen / Bayern
The ES Bayern is made of polypropylene, while the Sachsen is made of polycarbonate with a integrated poly-
carbonate impact absorbing inner tube.

MES Article No. Length Handle Material
540 04100011000 54 cm 11 cm Polycarbonat
580 04100010000 58 cm 12 cm Polycarbonat

ES Article No. Length Handle Material
ES 2 Sachsen 04100005000 55 cm 11 cm Polycarbonat
ES 3 Sachsen 04100006000 60 cm 11 cm Polycarbonat
ES 5 Sachsen 04100008000 55 cm 9,5 cm Polycarbonat
ES 2 Bayern 04100001000 55 cm 11 cm Polypropylen
ES 3 Bayern 04100002000 60 cm 11 cm Polypropylen
ES 5 Bayern 04100003000 55 cm 9,5 cm Polypropylen
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MULTIBRIDGE
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Multibridge
The Multibridge uses a specially designed 20 ml pepper spray cartridge. Ac-
cording to the techn. guidelines for the German police (RSG6). The cartridge 
sprays a pinpoint, ballistic liquid jet, that is capable of up to 8 sprays of 0.5 
seconds duration, at a range of approximately 4 to 5 m. The special filling 
technology allows you to spray 360° in any position, even overhead. Designed 
for one-hand operation - unlock and trigger with your thumb. Multibridge 
comes with an additional rechargeabl tactical light module that produces 
600 ANSI lumens with three levels of brightness.

Holster Mulribridge
Specially developed holster for the Multibridge at your belt. The holster can be 
rotated 170° and is suitable for both right- and left-handed draw (can be worn 
on both sides). The holster is also height adjustable.

Multibridge
Article No. 04118057000

Holster Multibridge
Article No. 08100062000
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HOLSTER
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Holster H1
The H1 belt holster was specially de-
veloped for the Bonowi EKA CAM-
LOCK® Baton and is able to accom-
modate the baton with a attached 
attached Defense Adapter. The hol-
ster can be rotated 180° in 30° steps, 
and is suitable for right- and left-
handers draw. The baton tip can be 
locked in the holster, so that the ba-
ton is deployed when drawn.

The holster has a impact ring at-
tached to the bottom that can be 
mounted to the EKA CAMLOCK® Ba-
ton

The impact ring can be removed 
from the EKA Baton using the built-in 
hexagonal tip located on the holster..

Holster Vega H3
with tip lock
The H3 Vega holster was specially 
designed for the Bonowi EKA CAM-
LOCK® baton. The holster can be ro-
tated 360° and is suitable for both 
right- and left-handed draw (can be 
worn on both sides). The EKA CAM-
LOCK® baton can be locked in the 
holster by the tip, so that the baton 
expands directly when drawn. The 
H3 Holster is compatable with Molle 
systems and is adjustable to fit belts 
widths up to 60 mm.

Holster H1 21“ (51 cm) 26“ (66 cm)

Article No. 04118022341 04118022343
Holster H3 16“ 21“ 24“
Article No. 04118084000 04118023341 04118039000
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EKA Insideholster
The EKA Insideholster is designed 
covertly conseal the EKA CAM-
LOCK® baton in the inside of the us-
ers clothing.

EKA Standard
Article No. 04118035000

Holster Vega H3 
Bonowi offers a wide variety of the 
Vega H3 holster. For the EKA CAM-
LOCK® baton sizes 16’’, 21’’ and 24’’, 
one can choose between with or 
wihout Molle-Adaptation, with or 
wthout tip lock and various rotation 
mechanisms.

Ask our sales team for further infor-
mations.
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Cordura® Holster
The Cordura® holster is the perfect carrying device for the 16”, 21” and 26” 
EKA CAMLOCK® baton from Bonowi.

The holster can be rotated up to 180° making it suitable for both right- 
and left-handed draw and can be worn on any side of the body. The Vel-
cro adapter, makes the Chordura® Holster suitable for all belt systems, and 
allows for quick installation without having to take your belt off.

The individually adjustable draw resistance allows the wearer to adjust 
the baton according to his or her needs.

The CORDURA® Holster is made of abrasion-resistant materials and has 
proven itself to be one of the most durable baton holsters on the market 
today.

EKA Shoulder Holster
The EKA Shoulder Holster was de-
signed spaccifically for the EKA 
CAMLOCK® Baton. Engineered to fit 
all body types the shoulder holster 
provides a discreet fit. and is avail-
able with and without tip lock.

Bonowi Special Holster
The Bonowi Special Holster was de-
signed for the Bonowi® MES, and ES 
Sachsen/ Bayern, but additionally 
fits other Tonfas. The special holster 
is made of nylon and comes with 
push button safety. The holster body 
can be rotated 360 degrees, and is 
suitable for left- and right-handed 
draw

Length 16“ (41 cm) 21“ (51 cm) 26“ (66 cm)
Article No. 04118020340 04118020341 04118020343

Special Holster
Article No. 08100005000

Shoulder Holster 16“ 21“ 26“
With Tip Lock 04118033340 04118033341 04118033343
Without TIp Lock 04118032340 04118032341 04118032343
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EKA Aluminium-Endcap
We also offer an aluminum endcaps 
for the EKA CAMLOCK® Baton. Avail-
able in 10 mm & 20 mm. With the 20 
mm extended endcap the two-hand-
ed draw is more efficient when ex-
tending with the tip.

EKA Safety Grip Ring
The Safety Grip Ring provides added 
security, helping to prevent slipping 
when deploying the EKA CAMLOCK® 
Baton. To mount the Safety Grip Ring, 
simply slide it over the top of the ba-
ton handle and pull it over the end 
cap untill it locks into place. 

Alukopf 10 mm 20 mm
Art. No. 18210067000 18210068000

Handlesicherungsring rund eckig
Article No. 04118053000 04118052000

Defence Adapter
Article No. 04118050000

EKA Defence Adapter
The Defence adapter is easily mount-
ed without any tools. This turns the 
baton into a multifunctional tool. with 
additional defensive properties. 

EKA tactical mirror
With the help of the wide-angle 
mirror, you can covertly inspect the 
rooms before entery. The mirror is 
mounted on the EKA tip with a plas-
tic clip. 

EKA Zusatzspiegel 71 mm 92 mm
Article No. 04118060328 04118060329
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RESTRAINT SYSTEMS
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Captivation???
Officer’s personel protection is the highest priori-
ty in the line of service.  For this reason, the high-
est demand on a handcuff is to ensure safe and 
easy handling in an emergency. 

In order to optimally meet all operational re-
quirements, we have developed a handcuff that 
sets new standards. The Trilock is manufactured 
using the MIM (Metal Injection Moulding) pro-
cess and was designed using real-world feed-
back and experience from law enforcement and 
service members.

The result is a device which, thanks to its geom-
etry and construction, enables the user to put on 
the handcuff dynamically and intuitively in all po-
sitions (even in the dark). The double lock was de-
signed in such a way that it can also be operated 
with gloves without any problems.

Trilock Handcuff
The Trilock handcuff is suitable for any wrist size. 
The triple locking mechanism prevents uninten-
tional tightening. The locks can be opened on 
both sides, making it easier to put on and take 
off. The complete stainless steel housing is dura-
ble, acid-resistant and anti-allergic. Trilock is also 
available as a chain version with 2 or 4 links.

Trilock Hinge Chain Chain 4 Links
Article 
No.

05100005000 05100006000 051000021000

Universal Key
Article No. 05100020000
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Restraint belt
The restraint belt uses a body belt system with 
Bonowi handcuffs and a double safety device 
to secure and restrain extreme offenders. The 
handcuffs can be released via safety straps, and 
in case of resistance, the handcuff can be imme-
diately pulled back to the body of the restrained 
person and locked in place. Additional foot loops 
can be added depending on the application and 
are included in the scope of delivery. The restraint 
belt can also be equipped with our Bonowi Trilock 
handcuff on request.

Deportation belt
The Bonowi deportation belt was developed 
based on a shackle belt. It secures and restrains 
persons during deportations or offenders during 
medical examinations. The Velcro cuffs can be 
released in a controlled manner using the safety 
straps to give the person some room to move. An 
additional foot restraint with variable adjustment 
can be added depending on the application and 
is included in the scope of delivery The depor-
tation belt was developed for humane restraint 
during deportations and meets the required 
self-securing measures. 

The restrained person must not be unsuper-
vised at any time in order to be able to intervene 
immediately in the event of external or auto-ag-
gressive actions.

Fesselgürtel Handfessel Modell 1000 Handfessel Trilock Handfessel TCH 820
Article No. 05130013000 05130014000 05130015000

Deportation Belt
Article No. 05130007000
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Restraint bag
For added security during transport 
and custody of dangerous offenders. 
The restraint bag is inserted over the 
hands secured with handcuffs and 
prevents any manipulation. 

Cordura® Handcuff bag 
The Chordura® Handcuff bag is a du-
rable abraision resistant bag for the 
Bonowi Trilock Handcuffs. The bag 
attaches to a belt and is easily closed 
with a snap button

Trilock Flex
An improvement upon the disposable 
handcuff, the Trilock Flex, is designed 
to be reused and more cost effec-
tive. The Trilock Flex uses a TRILOCK 
key and a triple tumbler analogous 
to Bonowi® TRILOCK restraints. The 
straps are made of highly tear and 
abrasion resistant fabric which can 
be disinfected if necessary, or easily 
replaced. The lock is made of plas-
tic and metal for extreme durability. 
Additionally The textile straps, can be 
double or single looped.

Restraint Bag
Article No. 05130003000

Kydexquiver
Article No. 08100039000

Trilock Flex Article No.
Set 05100007000
Spare Lock 05100024000
Spare Strap 05100025000

Handduffbag Article No.
Chainversion 08100040000
Hingeversion 08100041000
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BALLISTIC PROTECTIVE BLANKETS
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AirFrame
The Air Frame is bullet-resistant blanket that can 
be folded or rolled up for easy transprotation and 
deployment. The AirFrame features an integrated 
inflatable chamber system, which can be inflated 
using of CO2 cartridges to stabilize the blanket. 
The inflatable system also provides protection 
against trauma in the event of a bullet or impact.

The ballistic package is certified according to 
German protection level 1 or VPAM 3 or 4 (on re-
quest also according to US protection level NIJ-III 
A).

The AirFrame can be worn as a full body shield., 
or it  can be combined and connected to other 
blankets at the sides. Additionally it can also be 
used as a temporary rescue and recovery stretch-
er. The ballistic insert is sealed to be waterproof, 
and the rugged, tear-resistant, and outer shell is 
machine washable. The entire blanket cover can 
be rolled up and conveniently transported in a 
special carrying bag with backpack function. 

Airframe Article No.
15 (150 x 80 cm) 03160007430
16 (165 x 80 cm) 03110001000
18 (180 x 80 cm) 03160033000

Specs:

 � Depending on size and ballistic 
Package weight is between 6-8 kg

 � Upgradeable with additional ballistic plates 
up to SK4+
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FlexShield
The FlexShield is an ideal backup protection system. As a ballistic supplement. 

The „FlexShield” comes with a soft ballistic high-performance package, with an 
integrated inflateable chamber system that can be stablized using a CO² car-
tridge. The FlexShield is designed to be worn like a protective shield. Unlike our 
AirFrame protective blankets, the FlexShield uses a much flatter inflation bead 
with a smaller cartridge. Designed to be small enough to fit in front of the pas-
senger seat and inflated between the car door and seat.

Optionally, the FlexShield can be upgraded with panels to a higher protection 
class. For example, to VPAM 6 (plus 2 x 2kg for the entire surface).

FlexShield 60 x 60 cm
Article No. on demand

 � Small pack size and weight.

 � Almost complete coverage of the 
upper body from chin, arms up 
to and including the abdomen.

 � Perfect flexibility is maintained 
even when inflated.
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BALLISTIC PROTECTION
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Plate carrier for VPAM 6 or VPAM 9 / Stand alone or ICW
Plate carrier made of highly durable nylon fabric. The interior is made of 
breathable spacer fabric with additional removable washable pads (according 
to care instructions). The pads increase comfort and also allow additional air 
circulation behind the plate carrier. 

A rescue loop is located at the upper back, which is concealed in a pocket. 
Front, back and side areas are equipped with a Molle system.

The plate carrier is a universal size and can be easily adjusted to fit any car-
rier in the shoulder and side areas by adjusting the Velcro/fleece fasteners. On 
the side of the waist belt is a pocket to hold side plates.

Plate carrier Quick Release
The plate carrier is made of highly durable nylon fabric. It is lightweight, com-
fortable and extremely safe. All models in this series also feature a Quick Re-
lease System, which can also be used to adjust to the individuals size.  

For increased comfort and optimal air circulation, this high-quality carrier is 
equipped with a padded shoulder, chest and back section made of 3D mesh 
fabric.

The MOLLE system offers a variaty of fastening options for deployment 
equipment. There is a 4-row Velcro area on the chest and back for attaching 
labels. A recovery loop is also included for recovery operations..

To increase durability, the Carrier intentionally omits vulnerable plastic parts 
or rubber inserts. 

The front- and rear-mounted compartments for ballistics allow a quick and 
uncomplicated exchange of the inserts: 

Adjustable Velcro/
Velcro fasteners 

for individual 
adjustment

Bag for holding 
side plates

Highly durable nylon 
fabric

with ejection sys-
tem

Plattenträger
Custom made on demand

The materials and processing above 
plate carriers are made according 
to military guidelines: TL Bw or US 
Mil-Specs. Extensive accessories and 
bags are available separately. Other 
plate sizes and colors available on re-
quest or as part of a custom design.

Quick Release Article No.
black 03120001000
steingrau-oliv 03120002000
coyote 03120003000
tarnmuster 03120004000
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I-Nigma
The I-Nigama vest series is a functional shirt cre-
ated in cooperation with the company ODLO. The 
shirt fits close to the body and is highly flexible. 
The combination of the shirt with our soft SK 1+ 
offers a previously unattained wearing com-
fort, even over longer periods of time. The shirt 
is completely unobtrusive, especially when worn 
under a shirt or t-shirt. A  discreet side adjustment 
allows for an individual abdominal fit.

I-Nigma - Men Available Sizes
black S - XXXL
white S - XXXL

I-Nigma - Ladies Available Sizes
black XS - XXL
white X - XXL

Protection Levels

SK 1+ of the German Police (incl. Makarov and 
Tokarev) at 1,5 kg in Size L.
K2/W2/D3 Impact, stab and cut protection
VPAM 6 Plate for front and back.
VPAM 9 Plate for front and back.
Ask our sales team for prices.Ask our sales team for prices and variants.
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I-Nigma II
The I-NIGMA II is designed for daily police use. 
The combination of the highly flexible shirt ma-
terials with our soft SK 1+ package offers un-
matched comfort even over a long period of 
time. This protective vest series is a functional 
shirt developed in cooperation with the com-
pany ODLO. The shirt fits close to the body and 
is highly flexible.  The shirt is completely incon-
spicuous, especially when worn under a shirt or 
loose T-shirt. 

In special police situations, the shirt, (SK 1+), 
can be upgraded to VPAM 6 (950 g) or VPAM 9 
(2300 g) within seconds using ballistic plates.

The carrier system ensures a comfortable fit 
for the insert plates. The plates remain stable 
fixed to the body even during extreme move-
ments without creating pressure or discomfort. 
The shirt can also be ordered without ballistics.

Protection levels

SK 1+ of German Police (incl. Makarov und To-
karev) at 1,5 kg in Size L.

VPAM 9 Plate front and back.

Ask our sales team for prices.

Available in: 

I-Nigma II - Men Available Sizes
black S - XXXL
white S - XXXL

Ask our sales team for prices and variants.
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I-Nigma IV Loop
With the I-Nigma IV Loop we present 
a discreet cut protection for the neck. 
The I-Nigma IV Loop, either in com-
bination with the I-NIGMA protective 
vest or in solo use guarantees high-
est wearing comfort and protection 
agains cuts to theneck area. 

I-NIGMA thus significantly and sus-
tainably increases your safety!

Protection factors

 � Cut protection level 5 accord-
ing to DIN EN 388 for extended 
protection.

 � Flame retardant  
(Kermel-Viscose)

 � Discreet, inconspicuous apper-

I-Nigma IV Loop
Article No. 01110024000

rance

Wearing comfort

 � A soft choice of material, also on 
the inside, guarantees maximum 
wearing comfort.

 � The protection is individually 
fixable via adjustable drawstring 
allows many wearing options

 � The one-size-fits-all, adapts to 
any wearer

 � 30°C machine wash

Perfect for

 � Police - uniformed or civilian.

 � Security guards, bodyguards etc.
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BALLISTIC VISOR
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Ballistic Visor SV-P1
The visor is slid over the helmet using a rail sys-
tem ensuring that the helmet is balanced. The 
visor no longer protrudes to the front. Rails and 
shroud can still be used without restriction.

Visor system with the following advantages:

 � Rails on the helmet can be used without 
restriction.

 � The shroud can still be fully used with the 
system closed or open.

Ballistic Visor SV-P1 Artikelnummer
black, 19 mm 03150020451
stonegray-olive, 19 mm 03150020460

 � Perfect balance: When open, the visor 
slides completely over the helmet.

 � When open, the visor no longer protrudes 
forward from the helmet.

 � Maximum protection against fogging of 
the visor lens is guaranteed.



BODY ARMOR
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Body protection
The flexible modular design of Bonowi body pro-
tection systems is fully customizable and meets 
the diverse application scenarios as well as the 
current VPAM guidelines. All components can be 
interchanged and the protection classes can be 
freely selected by the customer.

The heart of the Body protection system is the 
protective vest. The protective vest can be de-
signed by Bonowi in our own tailor shops from 
all common materials according to customer 
requirements. We offer alternative options for 
shoulder and arm protection components, and 
protection class.

The following products give you an overview of 
our range of services, which covers all protection 
classes of the VPAM directive. In addition, Bonowi 
manufactures combination packages that com-
bine protection in the K-D-W (Blade, Spike, Dice) 
range and ballistic protection.

 � Protection class: 
K4/D4/W5 according to TR body protection 
and VPAM KDIW VPAM 3 German police 
front, back, shoulder.

 � Sizes: XS - XXXL

 � internal pockets in the front, back and side 
areas to accommodate protection class 
increases to VPAM 6 to VPAM 9

 � adaptable thigh protection protection class: 
K2/D2/W3 according to TR Körperschutz and 
VPAM KDIW

 � leg protection: adjustable sizes: XS - M and 
L - XXL Protection class: K2/D2/W3 acc. to TR 
Body Protection and VPAM KDIW
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Body protection vest B with short (B1) or 
long shoulders (B2)

 � Protection class: K2/D2/W3 acc. to TR Body 
Protection and VPAM KDIW

 � Sizes:  XS - XXXL

 � adaptable upper and lower arm protec-
tion standard or flame retardant. The arm 

Removable shoulder parts

At the bottom of the shoulder 
parts is an elastic band for indi-
vidual connection of arm protec-
tors.

Molle system for individual loop-
ing of equipment bags.

Ballistic Battle Belt

Individually adjustable in the 
shoulder and side area with inte-
grated dropping system

Velcro neck and groin protection

 � Armprotection: Sizes XS - M and L - XXL 
Protection class: K2/D2/W3 acc. TR Körper-
schutz und VPAM KDIW

protection is available in 3 sizes. Protection 
class: W3 acc. to TR Body Protection and 
VPAM KDIW

 � Leg protection: standard or flame retardant 
Sizes: XS - XXXL. Protection class: W3 acc. to 
TR Body Protection and VPAM KDIW.

Ask our sales team for prices and variants.

Plate carrier Slick Line
The Slick Line plate carrier is limited to the bare 
essentials for maximum freedom of movement. 
Laser Cut laminate makes the Slick Line Plate 
Carrier Ultralight and robust. The plate carrier 
uses hard ballistics (VPAM 9 stand-alone).
The materials and workmanship of the plate car-
rier are in accordance with military guidelines: 
TL Bw or US Mil-Spec. Extensive accessories and 
bags are available separately. Other plate sizes 
and colors available on request or as part of a 
custom design.  

Slick Line Article No.
black 03120005000
stonegrey-olive 03120006000
coyote 03120007000
camouflage 03120008000
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Flap for cable fixation of the 
Headset in the shoulder area

Vest cover made of Nomex 
Comfort spinneret dyeing

Fleece frame for tactical 
characters on the back

Closed Front

In shoulder and 
side area

individual 
adjustable

In shoulder and 
side area
individual 
adjustable

At the bottom of the shoulder
there is an elastic band for the
individual connection of
arm protectors

On the shoulder there are 
buttons for the individual 

connection of arm protectors

Front opening, for 
easy donning and doffing

Reflective lettering on the back,
firmly printed or attached by means of Velcro fleece

Both types of vests offer a loop system for individual 
looping of equipment pockets

Body armor A with short (A1) or long 
shoulders (A2) with front opening

 � Protection class: K2/D2/W3 according to TR 
Body Protection and VPAM KDIW

 � Sizes:  XS - XXXL

 � adaptable upper and lower arm protection 
standard or flame retardant.the arm protec-

tion is available in 3 sizes. Protection class: 
W3 according to TR Body Protection and 
VPAM KDIW

 � Leg protection: standard or flame retar-
dant Sizes: XS - XXXL. Protection class: W3 
according to TR Body Protection and VPAM 
KDIW.
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Bonowi Flank protection vest
The Flank protection vest is designed 
to protect the area under the arm-
pits open by a normal ballistic vest, 
whether under or over. 

It is designed to be worn under the 
normal vest and thus does not affect 
the user’s freedom of movement. 

The elastic mesh fabric,makes the 
vest very easy to wear and fits com-
fortably to the body.

The flank protection vest provides 
excellent protection for previously 
unprotected areas that have already 
caused fatal injuries to emergency 
personnel.

Material:

 � base fabric: elastic mesh

 � color: black

 � Sizes: S-3XL

Flank protection vest
Article No. 03100070009

The ballistics are 
held in position 

by straps

BackFront Side

 � Unisex 

 � Mesh lining inside flank: 

 � COOLMAX® Soft, elastic lining 
that cools in warm temperatures 
and provides light insulation in 
cold. It is also breathable and 
quick drying 

Fixing the ballistics
The ballistic package is fixed at the 
optimum wearing height by the wear-
er via a Velcro/fluff connection when 

donned. Thus, the safety-relevant 
body parts are protected through-
out, since slipping can be excluded, as 
well as the wearing comfort is signifi-
cantly increased.  

The Velcro fleece connection runs 
from the front to the back on the in-
side of the shoulder. 

Ballistic
SK1 or VPAM 3

Ballistic Packet: 
Wrapped in balloon silk - the enve-
lope is characterized by low inher-
ent noise. The insertion of the ballis-
tic package takes place in the armpit 
area.
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Stop Stick Rack Kit Road Coverage 
Stopping fleeing motor vehicles is often associated with considerable risks for 
the police officers involved, uninvolved third parties and the fleeing vehicle. 
Stop Stick® can be used quick safe and effecticly: whether stopping a fleeing 
vehicle or setting up a roadblock Stop Sticks can be deployed in a matter of 
seconds.

When driven over, Teflon-coated carbide quill penetrates the tread, and de-
flates the tire on average taking twenty to thirty seconds. The vehicles remain 
true to track and can be safely brought to a standstill.

 � The plastic sheathing protects the emergency personnel from injuries 
during operation.

 � The 24 m nylon cord allows responders to stay a safe distance from the 
road.

 � Designed to deflate tires in a controlled manner.

 � No dangerous objects remain on the road after crossing! The system can 
be removed from the road immediately after the target vehicle, so that 
there is no danger to the following traffic.

Stop Stick-Rack I Stop Stick-Rack II
Article No. 10130003000 10130004000

Stop Stick sets:

 � RACK I: Three Stop Sticks and one spare stick, each about 100 cm long.

 � RACK II: Four Stop Sticks and one spare stick, each about 100 cm long.

 � With carrying bag, line spool, 24 m braided nylon line, 54 kg tensile force.

 � Tear-resistant nylon cover - 3 m long,  

 � double stitched nylon construction.
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Stop Stick Terminator
Reliable and reusable. The indi-
vidual quill and shroud can be 
replaced after use. Originally 
developed for US Customs, the 
Terminator provides additional 
control at checkpoints, securi-
ty areas, traffic stops, alcohol 
checks, surveillance, drug raids, 
warrants and other situations.

Designed for securing vehicles 
- Terminator also can be thrown 
directly in front of a vehicle, double-sided roll caps ensure that the terminator 
comes to lands on the correct side. 

Stops pursuits before they begin, saving lives and reducing property dam-
age. Plastic housing keeps officers safe during operations. Designed to deflate 
tires in a controlled manner without blowing out. Teflon-coated carbide tubes 
act as valves and release air at a safe, controlled rate. No residue is left on the 
road surface.

Deflates tires on virtually all vehicles, including cars, buses and semi-trucks. 
Weather resistant and long lasting. Works on virtually all surfaces.

Stop Stick training kit

 � Made of foam with equal weight

 � Three Stop Sticks and one spare stick, each about 100 cm long.

 � Includes carrying case, line spool, 24 m braided nylon line, 54 kg pull.

 � Tear-resistant nylon cover - 3 m long, double-stitched nylon construction. 

Terminator 60 cm
Article No. 10130013000

Training kit
Article No. 10130006000
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Stop Stick Barracuda
Heavy-duty tire release and 
multi-purpose barrier strip. 
Barracuda can be used again 
and again due to replaceable 
quill cartradriges. Prevent vehi-
cles from entering cordoned-off 
areas. Barracuda can quickly 
and safely deflate the tires of 
cars, trucks, buses and semi-
trucks, allowing quick and easy 
cordoning off of areas to re-
strict entry and exit or control traffic flow.

Stops chases before they begin, saving lives and reducing property dam-
age. Plastic housing keeps officers safe during operations. Designed to deflate 
tires in a controlled manner without blowing them open. Teflon-coated carbide 
tubes act as valves and release air at a safe, controlled rate. Saves time-con-
suming, costly and potentially dangerous repairs to the bleeding system. No 
residue is left on the road surface.

Deflates tires on virtually all vehicles, including cars, buses and semi-trucks. 
Weatherproof and durable. Works on virtually all surfaces.

Stop Stick Piranha
Convenient, concealed use. Reli-
able and reusable. Built to perform 
and last. Piranha is a compact, 
easy-to-use and highly effec-
tive deployment tool for deflating 
tires. It provides additional control 
during operations where peo-
ple are expected to flee, such as 
searches, SEK operations and ve-
hicle checks. If someone tries to 
drive away the target vehicle, the 
tire deflates in 5 seconds or less. At just over 8.9 cm long and weighing only 147 
grams, Piranha takes up little storage space, yet offers significant benefits - it 
stops pursuits before they begin.

Stops pursuits before they begin, saving lives and reducing property dam-
age. Plastic housing ensures officer safety during operations. Designed to safe-
ly deflate any tire in 5 seconds or less without the risk of a blowout. No residue 
is left on the roadway. Fits in glove box or under seats.

Works on virtually any surface. Rugged, weatherproof construction with du-
rable plastic housing. Can be used on all vehicle axles.

Piranha 8,9 cm
Article No. 10130015000

Barracuda 100 cm Set
Article No. 10130016000 10130019000
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X-TREM Real training pad
The X-TREM Real training pad was specially 
developed for EKA training, slightly rounded in 
sandwich construction with integrated PC plate 
for maximum shock absorption and energy dis-
tribution. The curved shape provideds extra pro-
tection in case of blows in the peripheral areas. 
Horizontally and vertically arranged support 
handles make the pad ideal for all training situ-
ations.

The exchangeable front can be replaced easi-
ly and quickly and is available as a replacement 
accessory. This makes the X-TREM REAL impact 
protection pad extremely durable and econom-
ical.

Training P Article No.
40 x 60 cm 04118080440
60 x 60 cm 04118080441
70 x 90 cm 04118080442
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3rd Generation Color Marking Helmet
The Bonowi color marking helmet provides protection for the entire head. The 
plastic top with many openings guarantees proper ventilation. The helmet 
offers a wide field of vision, providing the best overview during any scenario. 
Other features include integrated soft ear protection, a visor, and friend/foe 
markings.

 � 180° degree field of view

 � anti-fog visor

 � lightweight and fully flexible

 � highest wearing comfort

 � very good communication

The helmet is supplied by Bonowi® with an adaptable neck guard, inner pads, 
as well as an outer shell that blocks the penetration of paint. The helmet has 
also been tested with machine gun fire.Additionally, the goggles meet the  fir-
ing protocol standards of the firing office in Mellrichstadt.

SV Armor Guard - full protection suit
This high-quality full protection suit made of Cordura and was developed in 
cooperation with SV specialists. We use as impact protection Suprotec foam 
and 2 mm PE (polyethylene) for extreme shock absorption, which provides 
excellent cushioning with maximum freedom of movement. Extra long Velcro 
straps allow for variable size adjustments. The fine adjustment of the size is 
made using the connecting straps of the individual parts. The head protection 
is adjustable at the top and back of the head. The field of vision is protected 
by a shatterproof plexiglass screen.

The full protective suit consists of 
the following individual parts:

 � Head protection

 � Chest protector

 � Groin protector

 � Upper arm and forearm protection

 � Thigh and shin protection

 � Color: black, one size

3rd Generation Color Marking Helmet
Article No. 14130001000

SV Armor Guard
Article No. 14130003000
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Training Equipment
Realistic training is essential for police officers. 
Scenarios should be run through realistically and, 
if possible, with equipment that is true to the orig-
inal. Bonowi® training equipment meets these 
requirements with the highest quality, and best 
long-term durability on the market.

Straight Training  Baton
the outer material is made of 1000 Cordura, the 
inner core is composed of polycarbonate, cov-
ered 15 mm thick padding, available in lengths 
500, 600, 700 and 800 mm.

Escrima Training Baton
Made of 100% polycarbonate with rubber han-
dle. This baton is unbreakable, providing good 
handling and high shock absorption. Available in 
lengths 400, 520, 600 and 660 mm.

EKA Training Baton

Developed for realistic operational training, the 
EKA training Baton corresponds exactly to the di-
mensions of the original. The EKA training Baton 
is not telescopic. Made of polyurethane with GRP 
core available in 21” and 26” sizes.

Training Tonfa
A padded tonfa designed f realistic practice with 
multi-purpose batons.

Straight Training Baton Article No.
500 mm 14400005315
600 mm 14400005316
700 mm 14400005318
800 mm 14400005321

Trainingsstock Escrima Article No.
520 mm 14400006303
600 mm 14400006307
660 mm 14400006309

Trainingsstock gerade Article No.
21 Zoll 04118041341
26 Zoll 04118041343

Trainingstonfa Article No.
14400007000
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Throwbot 2
The THROWBOT 2 (TB2) is a throwable micro-
robot that provides emergency responders with 
instant video reconnaissance in indoor and out-
door environments. 

In the field, it can be controlled to move silently 
through a building and transmit real-time video 
and audio to the user’s control unit (OCUIII).

These reconnaissance features can be used to 
locate and identify suspicious persons or possible 
hostages, as well as to explore the premises.  

When used in conjunction with the Recon 
Scout SearchStick, responders can transform the 

Specs

 � Indoor: tested up to 45 meters 

 � Outdoor: tested up to 137 meters

 � Runtime: 110 minutes typical use / 160 min-
utes in observation mode 

 � Weight: 600 grams 

 � Length: 21.1 cm, Width: 20.1 cm, Height: 11.4 
cm

THROWBOT 2 with S-wheels
for flat terrain/indoor

THROWBOT 2 with M-wheels 
Standard delivery

THROWBOT 2 with XL wheels 
for difficult terrain

THROWBOT 2 unit into a versatile baton camera. 
This facilitates the inspection of attics, roofs and 
crawlspaces. 
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Recon Robotics 
Search Stick 
With the Search Stick, emergen-
cy responders can turn any Re-
con Scout robot into a versatile 
stick camera. With the search 
stick, emergency responders 
can secretly place the robot 
in an elevated location or in a 
closed room and later retrieve 
it after the reconnaissance has 
ended.

Mechanical data 

 � Storage length: 52 cm 

 � Extended length: 183 cm  

 � Weight: 1.36 kg

 � Lifespan: 3000 opening 
and closing cycles

 � The TB2 system includes the THROWBOT 2 
micro-robot and the control unit II (OCU II I)

 � Withstands repeated falls from a height of 9 
m..

 � Equipped with an infrared optical system 
that switches on automatically when the 
ambient light is weak. Video and audio is 
transmitted at a distance of up to 45 m 
through walls, windows and doors to the 
OCU III control unit. 

 � The robot has various predefined frequen-
cies. This enables the simultaneous use and 
operation of several THROWBOT units in the 
same environment.

Recon Robotics Search Stick
Article No. 10100243000

Throwbot 2 mit OCU III
Article No. 10100246000

 � Uses standard USB Type C charger and 
can optionally be equipped with different 
wheels.

 � THROWBOT XT, Recon Scout XL and Recon 
Scout CT customers can upgrade the robot 
and use it with the current OCU III.
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Zistos portable video systems
The Zistos telescopic camera system is used by 
specialized emergency forces in the context of 
self-protection, among other things:

 � For reconnaissance and penetration of 
buildings and rooms

 � For covert reconnaissance of dangerous 
situations,

 � For identification and observation of target 
persons, 

 � Works in light and low light conditions

Zistos telescopic video camera equipment is a 
portable video observation system. The equip-
ment allows the user to view rooms while at a 
safe distance by means of camera mounted tele-
scopic pole. Different length telescopic poles (30 
cm to 12 m) are available for this purpose. The 
camera heads can be partially (depending on 
the telescopic pole used) adjusted in their ori-
entation (right/left, up/down) during use with a 
mechanism at the lower end of the pole.

The images captured by the camera is dis-

Handle-adjustable telescopic rod AP-T9, length 2.75m

played on an accompanying monitor. In case of 
insufficient lighting, the camera heads are equi-
ped with a white light as well as a thermal imag-
ing camera head with IR function, which displays 
heat signatures and can also be used in case of 
smoke or dust development, are available in HD 
or SD.

The modular design of the equipment allows 
flexible adaptation in any condition, as well as 
rapid replacement of individual modules in the 
event of damage.

All components are weatherproof and water-
proof, and come with waterproof cases as well as 
a weatherproof carrying bag for the telescopic 
poles.  

When used in conjunction with the Recon 
Scout SearchStick, responders can transform the 
THROWBOT 2 unit into a versatile baton camera. 
Providing addition assistance for inspecting at-
tics, roofs and crawlspaces. 

Monitor 5.6 ”base unit
Article No. 10100079000

The WalkAbout® III is a 
battery-powered, rug-
ged, weatherproof video 
monitor. The high-reso-
lution 14-centimeter col-
or screen is easy to read 
even in sunlight and pro-
vides maximum image 
detail and clarity under 
all operating conditions. 
The WalkAbout® III is 
compatible with and can 
be operated with all Zistos® cameras, poles, ca-
bles and accessories.

Request a free trial to learn more about the 
modular system’s versatility.
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Designed for tactical surveillance applications, 
the Zistos StealthSCOPE™ is a video endoscope 
that combines a powerful internal 980 nm IR la-
ser light source - completely invisible to humans 
- with electronically enhanced low-light video 
processing. With a diameter of 9 mm, it can be 
inserted into small openings and confined areas. 
It can produce images of objects and people at 
a distance of more than one meter in complete 
darkness.

This innovative, battery-powered device has an 
integrated, high-resolution monocular video dis-
play and is fully self-contained. It features a four-
way pivoting tip and a submersible, semi-rigid, 
form-fitting guide tube that makes it easier and 
safer than ever to see around corners, over walls, 
under doors and in vents and ceilings.

The StealthSCOPE comes with hard case, two 
rechargeable lithium batteries, battery charger, 
battery holder and rigid guide tube. It is compat-
ible with an optional Zistos screen to allow addi-
tional viewers.

StealthSCOPE
Article No. ????

Zistos Accessories
The Zistos system offers 12 HD camera heads, as 
well as 10 SD camera heads, to ensure you will 
find the right extension for every application. 
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